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Abstract
Although nucleic acid test and immunity antibody test are
the only standards for the diagnosis of Coronavirus
Disease 2019 (COVID-19), while it was rarely applied for
primary screening in all COVID-19 related close contacts.
The management of such kind of population still need
additional method besides medical observation. Chest CT
as a routinely examination in most hospital, it has certain
advantages and limitation in the management of
COVID-19. Here, we summarized and commented the role
of chest by clinical perspective in the primary screening.
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Introduction
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) was first reported in
China on 31 December 2020 and was declared a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern on 30 January 2020.
While now, it has been spread worldwide with nearly two
million cases were reported to be infected, and the overall
estimated fatality rate was about 7%. In clinical practice, chest
CT is most of the most important as well as the commonest
examination recommended by the doctors. Although its
diagnostic role in COVID-19 was weaken in current clinical
management in most areas because of the sufficient and quick
nucleic acid tests. Chest CT still plays certain roles in the
management of all COVID-19 related high-risk population
without clear implication of nucleic acid because of its specific
characteristics as below [1].

Specific Advantages of Chest CT
Chest CT as one of the most important references for the
infections presented as viral pneumonia, there is no doubt that
it plays vital roles in the management of COVID-19. Chest CT
have rapid process, high sensitivity, low exposure risk and
repeatability in the screening of COVID-19. As a conventional
and non-invasive imaging modality, more than 300 cases can
be checked by one CT machine every day in routinely
equipped hospital. Its process is simple and can be guided by
broadcast in developing areas or a guidance robot in
developed areas, thus the exposure risk of doctors can be
significantly reduced compared with nucleic acid test. The
images can be stored and re-read by physicians and
multidiscipline experts and can be used for dynamic
monitoring for both diagnosis and treatment effects.
Meanwhile, the sensitivity of chest CT imaging was
significantly higher than initial nucleic acid tests from swab
samples in one time [2]. In all editions of the Diagnosis and
Treatment Guidelines for COVID-19 by The National Health
Commission of China [3], chest CT imaging is always one of the
three clinical manifestations for the diagnosis of suspected
case. Therefore, chest CT has specific advantages in the
primary screening of COVID-19 related high risk population by
clinical perspective.

Varied Accuracy of Chest CT
However, additional suggestions should be attentional for its
clinical application. Obviously varied diagnostic accuracy of
chest CT were reported from different centers. After
systematic reviewing relevant literature on chest CT with
nucleic acid test as a reference in the differential diagnosis of
COVID-19 from other pneumonia patients, 2 studies containing
1396 cases were included. The sensitivity and specificity were
reported to be 95% and 70% in a cohort containing 382 cases
[4], while 97% and 25% in the other cohort containing 1014
cases [2], respectively. Another study analyzed the
performance of experts, including 3 Chinese radiologists and 4
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U.S. radiologists, had sensitivities of 80%, 67%, 97%, 93%, 83%,
73% and 70% and specificities of 100%, 93%, 7%, 100%, 93%,
93%, 100% after blindly reviewing chest CTs [5]. Based on this
fact, radiologists maybe need to be trained for such new
disease, and discussion or expert consultation may be
necessary for highly suspected case.

Clinical Suggestions of Chest CT
Comprehensive assessment of epidemiological exposure,
related clinical symptoms and routine laboratory tests were
advised to be completed despite of negative CT findings
[1,6,7]. Especially, the assessment of epidemiological exposure
served as the most important part and first step in the
diagnosis of COVID-19, which was an independently high-risk
factor and diagnostic reference of “ suspected case ” . The
diagnostic value of chest CT would be improved only when it
was combined analyzed with other clinical manifestations. For
population in high-risk areas with unclear epidemiological
history or low-to-medium risk of epidemiological exposure,
chest CT scan deserve as a screening tool with comprehensive
assessment. whereas, it should be noticed that once a case
was found to be with high risk of epidemiological exposure,
and nucleic acid test should be recommended first other than
chest CT [8].

Potential Application of Chest CT for
Asymptomatic Infections
At last, more and more concerns as well as attention
focused on asymptomatic infections currently. Such kinds of
cases were mostly because of epidemiological history of close
contacts with previously COVID-19 infections. In the seventh
edition of Guidelines in China, the epidemiological history was
defined as: (1) a history of travel or residence in Wuhan city
and surrounding areas, or other communities where COVID-19
cases had been reported in the last 14 days before symptom
onset; (2) a history of contact with SARS-CoV-2 infectious cases
(with positive nucleic acid test); (3) a history of contacting with
patients with fever or respiratory symptoms from Wuhan city
and surrounding areas, or other communities where COVID-19
had been reported in the last 14 days before symptom onset;
(4) a history of contacting with cluster of confirmed cases (2
cases with fever and/or respiratory symptoms occurred within
2 weeks in small areas, such as home, office, class of school,
etc.) [3]. A study including 24 asymptomatic infections showed
positive chest CT findings in early stage in 17 cases (70.8%)
before positive nucleic acid results [9]. This indicated a
possibility of applying chest CT for monitoring in all close
contacts with low-to-medium risk of epidemiological exposure
besides of voluntary isolation. Often nucleic acid test would
not be applying for “close contact” judged as low-to-medium
exposure risk, however we concerned that only isolation with
observing related clinical symptoms may be not enough in
status.
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In conclusion, Chest CT has specific advantages with high
sensitivity in clinic practice. While, comprehensive assessment
especially focusing on epidemiological history was required in
the primary screening of COVID-19 related high-risk
population.
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